Instructions for Cotton Candy Machine Operation

Setup:
- Setup Cotton Candy machine on a secure table top
- Un-tighten top 2 screws of machine (allows cotton candy head to move freely)
- Put bowl on top of machine (no screws, clamps, or locks needed)
- Optional: If you are using the Big Bubble covers for the bowl, then now would be the time to attach the Big Bubble cover to the bowl. This is used to protect from flying sugar particles, but it is not required.

Making Cotton Candy:
- Turn both switches to the ON position (rotating switch and heating switch)
- Once heating switch is turned on, cotton candy sugar is heated and thrown to the sides of bowl.
- **Caution:** first 1-2 minutes of operation throws out hard sugar particles because the machine is not heated yet. Make sure everyone is standing about 3-4 feet back.
- Take cone and rotate around bowl until cotton candy has collected.

Potential Problems:
- Make sure both switches are turned on. If heating switch is not turned on it will simply throw out hard sugar particles.
- Make sure screws are tightened or else machine will not work properly.
- Make sure electricity cord is plugged into the electricity outlet or machine will not operate.